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Introduction

Opportunity exists in Australia to use linked data across 
registries and administrative databases to investigate and 
monitor the health of cancer patients long after their 
initial treatment [1, 2]. This infrastructure can also be 
used to monitor quality and technical appropriateness 
of care and gains in survival from therapeutic advances 
[3-6]. With linkage to census and welfare data, capacity 
is increased to identify sociodemographic disparities 
and determine whether gains are being made in reducing 
disparities across sub-groups at special risk [7].
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Another potential application of linked data 
infrastructure is monitoring outcomes of cancer care, 
including side effects from new pharmaceutics and 
radiation oncology treatments [8, 9]. This capacity 
is enhanced in Australian jurisdictions where cancer 
registry linkages include data from screening and 
vaccination registries, hospital inpatient and emergency 
departments, radiotherapy centres, universal health 
insurance claims and death records [1, 2]. This breadth of 
data linkage is quite new in Australia. We anticipate that 
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linked data will be important for health surveillance and 
monitoring of health-care outcomes in an environment of 
rapidly evolving therapies [10].  

Australia already collects data on adverse medical 
events, including serious reactions to medications, through 
the Australian Advisory Committee on Medicines [11]. 
The Government’s Quality Use of Medicines program 
has long been responsible for using these data to minimize 
preventable adverse effects. Despite the value of these 
data, suboptimal reporting exists due to reliance on 
voluntary reporting and discretionary interpretation 
by practitioners as to which medical events qualify for 
reporting [11].       

There is proof of concept of the value of cancer registries 
for investigating chemical and radiation exposures of 
non-medical origin in Australia and elsewhere [12-14]. 
We consider unrealized opportunities exist to use cancer 
registries and linked data as a health surveillance tool for 
detecting and investigating medical exposures. Evidence 
of the global burden of side-effects from pharmaceutical 
exposures, particularly long-term side-effects, is limited by 
data availability. Better evidence of trade-offs of benefits 
and harms are required, particularly for novel therapeutic 
drugs, to better inform treatment regulations and policies, 
and treatment selection for individual patients. Adverse 
effects may include carcinogenic effects of the medical 
therapeutic environment, including from radiation 
exposure and pharmaceutics, or non-carcinogenic effects 
such as adverse effects on heart health or the functioning of 
kidneys and other organs [9, 15]. Enhancements to linked 
cancer-registry infrastructure offer important opportunities 
to detect and monitor these effects. 

The use of cancer registries to identify non-medical 
correlates of cancer risk is already well-established 
[12-14, 16, 17]. The emerging infra-structures of cancer 
registries linked with other health databases are discussed 
now, along with the potential to use this infra-structure 
to increase capacity for surveillance of adverse effects of 
both medical and non-medical exposures.           

 
Population-based cancer registries

Historic developments 
Population-based registries were introduced at state 

and territory level in Australia in the 1970s and were 
extended progressively to achieve national coverage [18]. 
Australia has had published cancer registry data for the 
total population since 1982 by combining data from cancer 
registries across Australia’s eight states and territories 
[18]. Data items accord with recommendations of 
the International Agency for Research on Cancer and 
the International Association of Cancer Registries [18]. 
These data are included in volumes of Cancer Incidence 
in Five Continents by age, sex, primary anatomic site, 
and morphology [19]. Australian data are compiled 
nationally by the Australian Institute of Health and 
Welfare (AIHW), including all invasive cancers apart 
from squamous and basal carcinomas of the skin. In-situ 
cancers are also recorded in some jurisdictions for 
selected primary sites (e.g., bladder, skin (melanoma), 

and breast) [18]. The AIHW releases cancer incidence, 
mortality and survival data annually by primary site 
which are made available by calendar year, age, sex, 
place of residence (e.g., by geographic remoteness and 
area SES), and periodically by Aboriginal status and 
country of birth [18]. These data enable monitoring of 
cancer incidence, mortality and survival by cancer primary 
site and morphology, stratified socio-demographically and 
by calendar year. 

Environmental studies
Australian cancer registry data have been used to 

assess cancer risks from: (a) uranium mining;[13] (b) 
aircraft maintenance work; [14] (c) atomic testing; [16] (d) 
asbestos mining; [20] (e) employment in asbestos-related 
construction and insulation; [16] employment in 
the petroleum industry; [17] (f) sun exposure; [21] (g) 
military service; [16] (h) exposure to toxic waste; [16] (i) 
farming; [16] and (j) a wide range of other occupational 
exposure [16]. Associated investigations have varied in 
design from cross-sectional to historic cohort, often with 
nested case-control sub-studies.

 
Linked population-based cancer registries and medical 
exposures 

Population registries have served many purposes. 
In Australia, they enable routine surveillance of cancer 
incidence, mortality and survival, including evaluation of 
cancer screening, HPV vaccination, and cancer-treatment 
pathways [22]. While cancer registries have significant 
standalone value, linking data from them with 
population-based hospital and universal health insurance 
data has a multiplier effect [23]. In jurisdictions where this 
linkage is most advanced, a more powerful monitoring 
of all-of-population and all-of-health system services 
and outcomes has become possible along the treatment 
pathway [24]. These data have been used to identify gaps 
in service delivery for remedial action [23, 24]. The linked 
data cover all cancers other than non-melanoma skin 
cancers, describing their anatomic stage at diagnosis (solid 
tumours), accompanying comorbidity, time to treatment 
start, treatment practices, side-effects of care in the short 
and late term, and survival (all causes and cancer-specific).
[23]. The data enable assessment of service delivery in the 
context of clinical guidelines and optimal care pathways. 

Emerging initiatives include complementing data 
linkage with sociodemographic data from the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics [7]. This and other linkage of 
cancer data from the Australian Institute of Health 
and Welfare are used to produce de-identified linked 
data, accessed remotely in secure laboratory settings, 
and with independent curation of outputs for privacy 
protection [25]. There are many administrative and 
research applications of these data, among them assessing 
long-term toxicity from novel treatments, including new 
and expensive targeted therapies.

   
Historic developments in monitoring clinical services, 
outcomes and side-effects 

Data linkage between cancer registries, screening, 
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enables inclusion of universal health insurance claims for 
pharmaceutic expenses, including for services provided 
through general practitioners and specialists.

• MADIP data (population-based) - enable use of 
extracts of population census, welfare, and employment 
data for analysis of social determinants of disease.

• NSW-based screening data (population-based) – 
enable addition of breast-screening and historic cervix 
screening cytology data.

• National death records (population-based) – enable 
population-wide ascertainment of dates and causes of 
death.

• Other planned linkages – these include the NSW 
component of contemporary cervical and bowel screening 
data, HPV vaccination data, and nationwide international 
departure records.  

Applications of linked data for identifying clinical side 
effects  

Adverse effects of cancer care can range from surgery-
related complications to damage to healthy tissues from 
high-intensity radiation therapy and medications [30]. 
Although toxicity studies are used premarketing of new 
medications, plus human trials, this testing can miss 
clinical side effects that emerge many years, even decades, 
after release [31]. Other side-effects could be missed 
because they are infrequent. 

Common late effects of cancer therapy may include 
increased risk of other cancers from chemotherapy, 
hormone therapy or radiotherapy [32]. Examples 
include increases in radiogenic leukemias and breast, 
lung, thyroid, bone and gastrointestinal cancers (e.g., 
cancers of the stomach, liver, large bowel, and pancreas)
[32]. Chemotherapy induced leukemias can result from 
treatments by alkylating agents, platinum-based drugs, 
and anthracycline and platinum-based drugs [32]. These 
can often be detected by cancer registries in multiple-
primary studies, without linkage. Non-cancer health 
effects detectable through data linkage can include cardiac 
and other vascular diseases, reduced pulmonary, renal 
and liver function, and a range of other conditions such 
as infertility, osteoporosis, reduced sensory perception, 
thyroid conditions, reduced memory and cognition, and 
neuropathy [30, 31].

Of particular interest is the emergence of novel 
immunotherapies and targeted therapies, which are already 
demonstrating significant gains, as for example for lung, 
thyroid, colorectal and haematological malignancies 
[10, 33]. The introduction of novel therapies may be 
too early for adverse effects in the longer term to be 
fully documented. This is an important research frontier 
requiring active surveillance and investigation such 
that results can inform trade-off decisions on choice of 
preferred therapies. Surveillance of long-term outcomes 
with established databases could be of great benefit and 
should be given a high priority.

Summary and conclusions
Population-based cancer registries have been 

operational in Australia since the 1970s with principal 

medical diagnostics and treatment-procedure databases 
has occurred periodically in Australia since the 1980s, 
with marked increases in intensity in the 1990s to monitor 
cancer screening [22]. Registries have been used actively 
to assess effects of screening on cancer incidence, stage 
at diagnosis, grade, mortality and survival [26, 27]. 
Screening outcome indicators have included cancer 
size, stage and grade at diagnosis, and frequency of 
interval cancers occurring between cycles of screening. 
This data linkage framework was further extended 
with the introduction of bowel screening in 2006 [28]. 
Case-control study designs were used to investigate effects 
of screening on prevention, as for invasive cancer of 
the cervix [29]. Potential for overdiagnosis has been 
investigated [26]. 

Data linkage facilities were established across 
Australia, commencing in the 1990s with introduction 
of the Western Australian Data Linkage System, which 
incorporated standard processes of de-identification to 
protect privacy. De-identified linked data have been 
housed in external laboratory settings for remote access 
by researcher analysts and with curation of outputs to 
ensure compliance with ethics approved protocols and 
other established means of privacy protection (e.g., 
separation of patient identifiers and clinical content data) 
[22, 23, 25].

Present status of linked registry-administrative data
Jurisdictional registries are at differing levels of 

development along the data linkage pathway advocated 
in Australia [22]. Data linkage is most extensive in the 
largest jurisdiction of NSW (where about a third of 
residents reside), where the following data are linked into 
a jurisdiction-wide master linked dataset:

• NSW Cancer Registry (population-based) – enables 
ascertainment of cancer incidence, mortality, and 
survival data by cancer characteristics (primary site, 
morphology and degree of spread) and socio-demographic 
characteristics (age at diagnosis, sex, area SES, residential 
remoteness, and residence by local health district and 
primary health network), Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander status, culturally and linguistically diverse 
(CALD) status, and calendar year period.

• NSW Clinical Cancer Registry data – enable 
collection of additional clinical variables for selected 
NSW public hospitals [4].

• NSW hospital inpatient data (population-based) – 
enable ascertainment of linked hospital-based data on 
diagnostic and treatment procedures, plus data on other 
non-cancer health conditions and comorbidities recorded 
in hospital patients.

• Radiotherapy centre data (population-based) – enable 
ascertainment of radiotherapy data on treatments, target 
sites, fractions, and doses.

• Medical Benefits (population-based) – enables 
inclusion of extracts of universal health insurance 
claims for private health care, including care provided 
in ambulatory settings by general practitioners and 
specialists.

• Pharmaceutical Benefits (population-based) – 
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roles including monitoring invasive cancer incidence, 
mortality and survival by cancer type for the population 
overall and sub-groups classified by age, sex, residential 
remoteness, socioeconomic status, country of birth and 
Indigenous status. 

This monitoring has been extended to show treatment 
timelines and care patterns through data linkage and access 
of analysts to de-identified data. Interpretation is improved 
by the increased availability of linked data on stage and 
other prognostic indicators across sociodemographic 
predictors. Social determinants of cancer, prognostic, 
treatment and survival indicators can be included using 
linked census, social welfare and employment data.

Population-based cancer registries are continuing with 
their traditional cancer surveillance roles and monitoring 
of treatment patterns across the population, while placing 
increased emphasis on accompanying comorbidities and 
patient reported experiences and outcomes. Molecular 
research has led to more targeted immunotherapies and 
other therapies, with trials providing evidence of marked 
improvements in case outcomes. 

An emerging focus is the use of linked data networks 
to better identify and monitor treatment side effects, 
including late effects such as heart and other organ 
damage. The long-term benefits and harms of these 
therapies require better definition, including in older ages 
where multi-comorbidities apply. We propose to further 
test the utility of population-wide linked data networks to 
support service planning, monitoring and evaluation, and 
population health and health-services research.

Clinical cancer registries ideally would be added to 
these linked data systems to provide selective drill-down 
value adding, improve the quality of data, and collect 
additional data for clinical research. 
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